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Chapter 15

Microbial Genomics
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Genomics

• study of molecular organization of genomes, 
their information content, and gene products 
they encode

• divided into three areas
– structural genomics

• physical nature of genomes
– functional genomics

• how genome functions
– comparative genomics

• compares genomes of different organisms
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Determining DNA Sequences

• Sanger Method
– uses dideoxynucleoside triphosphates 

(ddNTP)
• automated systems

– use dideoxynucleotides labeled with 
fluorescent dyes
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Figure 15.1

used as substrate by DNA polymerase

terminates DNA synthesis

Dideoxyadenosine triphosphate
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Sanger method
• mix single strands of DNA with primer, DNA 

polymerase I, 4 deoxynucleotides (one of which is 
radiolabeled), small amount of one ddNTP

• DNA synthesis occurs; random insertion of ddNTP 
generates DNA fragments of different lengths

• four reactions carried out; each with different ddNTP
• fragments in each reaction mixture separated 

electrophoretically
• gel autoradiographed and sequence read
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Automated methods

Figure
15.2

work on same
principle as Sanger
method but use
fluorescent labels
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Whole-Genome Shotgun 
Sequencing

• developed in 1995 by J. Craig Venter and 
Hamilton Smith

• four stage process
– library construction

• generates clones of portions of genome
– random sequencing

• determines sequences of clones
– fragment alignment and gap closure
– editing
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Figure 15.3
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Annotation

• process that locates genes in the genome 
map

• identifies each open reading frame in 
genome
– a reading frame > 100 codons that is not 

interrupted by a stop codon
• uses databases to assign tentative 

function of gene
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Bioinformatics

• field concerned with management and 
analysis of biological data

• uses computers to do so
• DNA sequence data stored in large 

databases
– e.g., International Nucleic Acid Sequence 

Data Library (GenBank)
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General Characteristics of 
Microbial Genomes

• numerous genomes 
have been completed

• examination has led 
to formulation of 
numerous hypotheses 
about microbial 
genomes
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Some interesting findings

• minimal genome size
– based on analysis of Mycoplasma genitalium

genome
• smallest procaryotic genome sequenced
• ~108-121 genes not required for growth in 

laboratory
• ~265-350 genes required for growth in laboratory
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More findings…

• many identified genes have unknown function
– e.g., Mycoplasma genitalium

• 22% have unknown function
– e.g., Haemophilus influenzae

• > 40% have unknown function
– e.g., Methanococcus jannaschii

• a member of Archaea
• 66% have unknown function

– e.g., E. coli
• ~2500 of 4288 genes have unknown function
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More findings…

• evolutionary 
relationships

Figure 15.4
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More findings…

• deinococci
– radiation resistant bacteria
– have large number of DNA repair genes

• Rickettsia prowazekii
– causes typhus fever
– closely related to ancient bacterium that gave rise to 

mitochondria by endosymbiosis
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More findings…

• chlamydiae
– despite unusual life cycles, lack of peptidoglycan, 

and parasitic life styles, have genomes similar to 
many other bacteria

• e.g., genes for ATP synthesis
• e.g., genes for peptidoglycan synthesis

– other surprises
• lack gene thought to be required for cell division
• at least 20 genes obtained from eucaryotic hosts, 

including plant genes
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More findings: Treponema 
pallidum…

Figure 15.7 metabolically crippled
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More findings…

• Mycobacterium tuberculosis and 
Mycobacterium leprae
– though closely related have very different 

sized genomes
• M. tuberculosis – large genome

– >250 genes devoted to lipid synthesis
– large number of regulatory genes

• M. leprae – much smaller genome
– ~ half of genome devoid of functional genes
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More findings…
• Staphylococcus aureus

– several antibiotic resistance genes on plasmids 
and transposons

– virulence genes on genomic islands
• Streptococcus pyogenes

– prophages contain genes for virulence factors
• Streptococcus pneumoniae

– genes for enzymes that destroy host cell 
membranes

– ~5% of genome consists of insertion sequences
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General patterns

• despite conservation of protein 
sequences, genome organization is very 
variable

• considerable horizontal gene transfer has 
occurred in evolution of bacteria and 
archaea
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Functional Genomics

• determination of how genome works
• three common approaches

– genome annotation
– study of RNA-level gene expression
– study of protein-level gene expression
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Genome Annotation
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Evaluation of RNA-Level 
Gene Expression• DNA microarrays (DNA chips)

– solid supports (e.g., glass) that have DNA attached in 
highly organized arrays

• expressed sequence tag (EST) – partial gene sequence 
unique to gene

– incubated with labeled mRNA or cDNA (targets), 
which hybridize to complementary “spot” on chip

– expressed genes “light up” on chip
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Figure 15.8

construction 
of DNA chip
by synthesizing
oligonucleotides
directly on glass
support
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Figure 15.9
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Evaluation of Protein-Level 
Gene Expression• proteome

– entire collection of proteins that an organism 
produces

• proteomics
– study of the proteome
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Types of proteomic analysis

• functional proteomics
– study of function of cellular proteins, how they 

interact, and ways they are regulated
• structural proteomics

– using known protein structures to predict 
three-dimensional structures of other proteins 
and protein complexes 
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Evaluation of Protein-Level 
Gene Expression…

• usual approach is two-dimensional gel 
electrophoresis

• can also couple two-dimensional gel 
electrophoresis with mass spectrometry
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Two-dimensional gel 
electrophoresis
• separation of a mixture of proteins along 

two dimensions
– first dimension – isoelectric focusing

• each protein moves through pH gradient until 
reaches pH that equals its isoelectric point

– second dimension – SDS gel electrophoresis
• proteins separated based on size
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Two-dimensional gel 
electrophoresis
• when coupled with mass spectrometry, 

used to:
– determine mass of each protein
– determine amino acid composition or 

sequence of each protein
– identify protein
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The Future of Genomics
• many challenges and opportunities

– e.g., development of new methods for large-scale 
analysis of genes and proteins

– e.g., integration of information to understand 
workings of cell

– e.g., insights into pathogenicity
– e.g., development of new drugs to treat disease
– e.g., identification of novel enzymes, 

biopesticides, and other molecules of industrial or 
agricultural importance


